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ABSTRACT  

This paper investigates five different Tangent Line methods for determining equivalence-points of pH 

titration curves and compares to derivative plots, Gran plots and Direct-search non-linear least-squares 

procedures. Tangent lines were obtained by least-squares analysis, and provided parameters for calculating 

precision in equivalence-point volume. Compared to Tangent Line and Gran plot, Direct-search non-linear 

least-squares was more accurate, precise and  stable with respect to number and distribution of 

potentiometric grid points However, for a theoretical weak-acid strong base titration curve the mean 

equivalence-point volume error( 0.002 mL) determined using five Tangent Line methods compared well with 

values obtained using Gran plot(0.001 mL) and Direct-search non-linear least-squares(0.000 mL), and 

Tangent Line between  methods variations in equivalence-point volume were statistically insignificant. 

 

Key Words: Tangent Line methods, equivalence-point, least-squares analysis  

 

1. Introduction 

Potentiometric titration curves are prepared by plotting measured pH or mV along the Y axis and mL 

reactant along the X axis as demonstrated in Figure 1A. The graph generally has an S shape with the 

equivalence point being located at the inflection point. The position of equivalence point can be determined 

using several methods. There are simple inspection and 1
st
 derivative plot methods demonstrated in 

Figure1A.  Here either derivative dpH/dmL or derivative dmV/dmL is plotted versus mL. A sharp positive 

peak in dpH/dmL centered at the equivalence-point volume is observed. In addition there is the 2
nd

 

derivative method demonstrated in Figure 1B, which shows d
2
pH/dmL

2 
plotted against mL NaOH. Here a 

sharp positive peak occurs just before equivalence point and a sharp negative peak follows just after.  

Between these two peaks the 2
nd

 derivative crosses the mL axis at the equivalence-point volume. And there 

is the buffer capacity profile curve presented in Figure 1C which displays buffer capacity (BC) plotted 

against mL NaOH. Buffer capacity is defined as molarity of NaOH titrating reagent divided by the 1
st
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derivative, (dpH/dmL). As discussed by David Zellmer (1997) accurate 1
st
 and 2

nd
 derivatives in the region 

of the equivalence point are required to obtain useful derivative and buffer capacity profile plots. Additional 

methods for determining equivalence points are Tangent Line(TL), Gran Plot(GP) and  Direct-search non-

linear least- squares(DSNLLS). Tangent Line methods
 
have a long history, Songsak Srianujata, et. al.(1978),  

D. Exton and C. Grant(1966),  and Sean Lancaster(2011), because they are easy to implement graphically. 

One only needs to plot the pH versus mL data, draw appropriate tangent lines using a straight edge and from 

these tangent lines to determine specific points of intersection. However, graphical Tangent Line provides 

no information about its precision. Even though they are computationally intensive, Gran plot methods, 

Gunnar Gran(1950, 1052),  B. Giri and R. Pradhananga(2006),  F. J. C. Rassotti and Hazel Rassotti(1965),  

and Lowell M. Schwartz(1992), and also Direct-search Non-linear Least-squares (DSNLLS) methods 
 
are 

now popular, Schwartz(1992), Ma and Tsang(1998), Srianujata. et. al. (1978) and Stanley R. Crouch and 

James Holler(2004) because the calculations are easily automated using small computer programs or spread-

sheets and personal computers. During literature search on Tangent Line methods no discussions were found 

dealing with accuracy and precision in the equivalence-point volumes. This paper implements five variations 

of the Tangent Line method using simple algebra and least-squares analysis instead of pencil, straight edge 

and graph paper, and demonstrates Gran Plot and DSNLLS procedures in-order to benchmark accuracy and 

precision for Tangent Line methods. 

 

2. Equivalence point methods 

Our computer programs process specific titration data to perform equivalence point calculation. Tangent 

Line requires pH or mV versus mL of the titrating reagent. Gran Plot requires in addition the initial volume 

of titrant solution, and DSNLLS requires one more quantity, molarity of the titrating reagent. A theoretical 

pH curve for titration of 50.00 mL 0.10 M acetic acid against 0.10 M NaOH was calculated to provide data 

for examining methods of determining titration equivalence points. Plotted in Figures 1-3 and presented in 

Table 1, this theoretical pH curve was determined using a systematic method for multiple chemical 

equilibria systems, Juan J. Baeza-Baeza and Maria C. Garcia-Alvarez-Coque(2011). The titration curve has 

three distinct parts: front-side(FS),  equivalence-point neighborhood(EN), and back-side(BS). The front-

side(FS) part is nearly linear with pH increasing slowly as mL NaOH increases. In equivalence-point 

neighborhood(EN) pH is nearly linear and rapidly increases  with mL NaOH. The back-side(BS) part has pH 

slowly increasing with mL. Separate tangent line equations, pH = a + b V, with V as mL NaOH, were 

obtained for FS, EN and BS parts. FS and BS tangent lines may or may not be parallel to one-another, and 

there are two ways to select the BS tangent line.   

 

2.1 Tangent line methods 

One path to BS tangent line equation was to (1) assign FS line slope to the BS line and then (2) let the BS 

line intersect with BS curve at a specific BS point, called the attachment point.  This introduced a parallel 

BS tangent line and became the basis for Parallel Line Front-Side Back-Side tangent line (PLFSBS) method.  

Coordinates of attachment point ( YAP,  XAP) were determined using a quadratic pH versus mL NaOH 

approximation, pH =  e + f X + g X
2
,  in the early part of the BS region. Three constants e, f and g  were 

calculated using the first three BS points, (Y1, X1),  (Y2, X2) and (Y3, X3):  g = [(Y2-Y1)/(X2-X1) - (Y3-

Y2)/(X3-X2)]/(X1-X3); f = - g(X1+X2) +(Y2-Y1)/(X2-X1);  and   e = Y1 – f X1 – g X1 
2
.  Knowing slope bFS  

for the FS tangent line allowed calculating XAP using  bFS  = f + 2g X. Then YAP =  e + f XAP + g XAP
2
 .  

Mathematical equations for the tangent lines were calculated using least-squares analysis of the grid-point 

data. Letting Y = pH and X = mL NaOH, the tangent line equations were FS(  Y = aFS + bFS X), EN( Y = aEN 

+ bEN X) and BS(Y = aBS + bBS  X).  
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As illustrated in Figure 3A, PLFSBS and LSCPEN methods used FS and EN tangent lines that intersected at 

point P1 = (X1   , Y1); X1 was (aFS – aEN)/(bEN-bFS) and Y1 was (aFS bEN – bFS aEN)/(bEN – bFS).   EN and BS 

tangent lines intersected at point P2 = (X2, Y2); X2  was (aEN – aBS)/(bBS – bEN), and Y2 was (aEN bBS – bEN 

aBS)/(bBS – bEN). For both methods the equivalence point was mid-point of EN line segment which ran from  

point P1 to point P2 ;  Xep was ½( X1 + X2) and  Yep was ½( Y1 + Y2 ). 

 

2.1.1 PLFSBS method:  Parallel front-side backside lines (PLFSBS) method has its BS tangent line parallel 

to the FS tangent line.  

 

2.1.2 LSCPEN method: Least-squares center-point equivalence-point neighborhood (LSCPEN) method 

has BS tangent line determined by least-squares analysis of BS data. 

 

2.1.3 LSCPDL method: This method required two more lines. One was Y = a1 + b1 X, which ran from 

point P1 perpendicular to BS tangent line and intersected BS tangent line at point P3. The other was Y = a2 + 

b2 X  which ran from point P2 perpendicular to FS tangent line  and  intersected FS tangent line at point P4.   

Intercepts a1 = Y1 + X1/bBS,  a2 = Y2 + X2/bFS  and slopes b1 = -1/bBS and b2 = -1/bFS. Intersection point P3 

was (X3, Y3); the X3 = (aBS – a1)/(b1 – bBS) and Y3 = (b1 aBS – a1 bBS)/(b1 – bBS). Intersection point P4 was (X4, 

Y4); the X4 = (aFS – a2)/(b2 – bFS) and Y4 = (b2 aFS – a2 bFS)/(b2 – bFS). The equivalence point was the mid-

point of diagonal line segment extending from P3 to P4; Xeq = ½( X3 + X4) and Yeq = ½( Y3 + Y4). Least-

squares center-point diagonal-line (LSCPDL) method is illustrated  in Figure 3B. 

 

2.1.4 LSDLEN method: This method required equation for diagonal line, Y = aD + bD X, which runs 

through points P3 and P4. Intercept aD = (Y3 X4 -  X3 Y4)/(X4 – X3) and slope bD = (Y4 – Y3)/(X4 – X3). The 

equivalence point is the intersection point of diagonal line, Y = aD + bD X, with EN tangent line;   

Xeq = ( aD – aEN)/(bEN – bD) and Yeq = (bEN aD – aEN bD)/(bEN – bD). Least-squares diagonal-line equivalence-

point neighborhood line (LSDLEN) method is illustrated in Figure 3C. 

 

2.1.5 LSMLEN method: This method required median line, Y = aM + bM X, which ran through points P5 

and P6. Point P5 was mid-point of a line segment extended from P1 to point P3, and point P6 was mid-point of 

another line segment that ran from point P2 to P4. Mid-point P5 had coordinates, X5 = ½( X1+X3) and Y5 = 

½( Y1 + Y3); mid-point P6 had coordinates, X6 = ½( X2+X4) and Y6 = ½( Y2 + Y4).  Median line’s intercept 

was aM  = (Y6 X5 – Y5 X6)/(X5 – X6),  and its slope was bM = (Y5 – Y6)/(X5 – X6). Defined by intersection of 

EN tangent line and median line, this equivalence point had coordinates, Xeq = (aEN – aM)/(bM – bEN) and Yep 

= (bM aEN – aM  bEN)/(bM –bEN). Least-squares median-line equivalence-point neighborhood line (LSMLEN) 

method was illustrated in Figure 3C.  These Tangent Line procedures have been used to calculate equivalent 

points of titration curves for weak acid/strong base, strong acid/strong base, weak base/strong acid and 

NaCl/AgNO3 titration curves To bench-mark Tangent Line methods well established Gran plot and 

DSNLLS methods were used. 

 

2.1.6 Precision for Tangent line methods 

Mean equivalence-point volume estimate <Vep> and sample standard deviation SVep with four degrees of 

freedom were calculated from Vep of the five Tangent line methods. This SVep was precision constant 

measure for Tangent Line methods, and was used to determine confidence interval for the equivalence-point 

volume. 
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2.2 Gran plot methods 

Gran plot analysis required transforming the raw titration data ( pH or mV, mL ) into Gran function( G, mL ) 

data, and provided two estimates of the equivalence-point volume, Gran( 1950, 1952). The front-side Gran 

plot method used only front-side titration data. The back-side Gran Plot method used only back-side titration 

data.  Front-side and back-side Gran plots are displayed in Figures 2A and 2B, respectively.  Without 

including activity coefficients, Gran functions were defined as follows. For a weak acid/NaOH titration, GFS 

= VNaOH 10
-pH

  and GBS = (V0 +VNaOH ) 10
+pH

 . V0  is the initial volume of weak acid solution  and V = VNaOH . 

For a weak base/HCl titration, GFS = VHCl 10
+pH

 and GBS = (V0+VHCl ) 10
-pH

. V0  is the initial volume of weak 

base solution and   V = VHCl . For a HCl/NaOH titration, GFS = (V0 + VNaOH )10
-pH

  and GBS = (V0 +VNaOH ) 

10
+pH

  ; V0 is the initial volume of HCl acid solution, with V = VNaOH . For precipitation titrations such as 

NaCl/AgNO3  the measured quantity is mV rather than pH. Now GFS = (V0 +VAgNO3) 10
-mV/59.16

 and  GBS = 

(V0 +VAgNO3) 10
+mV/59.16

 . V0  is the initial volume of  NaCl solution and   V = V AgNO3 .  

In this study intercept a and slope b in equation G = a + b V were determined using least-squares analysis of 

(G, V).  The V axis intercept provided estimate of the equivalence-point volume, VEQ = - a/b.  This was an 

extrapolation from FS or BS into EN part of the titration curve. Gran plots for FS and BS parts of theoretical  

CH3COOH/NaOH titration curve given in Table 1 are shown in Figures 2A and 2B. Even without a straight 

edge, it’s easy to see that extrapolating these Gran functions to G =0.0 gives Veq close to 50.0 mL. Least-

squares analysis of (G, mL) data provided curve fitting quality index QI as a measure of precision which 

was actually SR , the regression coefficient. Also obtained were slope bFS , mean of the Gran function <GFS> 

defined as ∑GFSi/ NFS and sum of squared NaOH volume deviations SXX, defined by ∑( Vi –<V> )
2
( summed 

over FS points). These quantities were used to determine precision constant SV for FS equivalence-point 

volume by means of standard linear calibration curve techniques, Skoog, West and Holler(1990):  

SV  = (QIFS/bFS) [ 1 + 1/NFS + <GFS>
2
 bFS

-2
Sxx

-1
 ]

1/2
. Similarly, using mean Gran function <GBS> defined as  

∑GBSi/ NBS , sum of squared NaOH volume deviations SXX  defined by ∑( Vi - <V> )
2
( summed over back-

side points), back-side quality index QIBS and back-side slope bBS,  the BS precision constant,  

SV = (QIBS /bBS) [ 1 + 1/NBS + <GBS>
2
 bBS

-2
Sxx

-1
 ]

1/2
 was calculated.  Precision constant SV and Student’s 

statistics probability variable t were used to estimate random error € as  t SV  and to calculate confidence 

interval in equivalence-point volume:  - a/b - t SV    ≤    VEP    ≤   - a/b + t SV . 

 

2.3 DSNLLS analysis 

Similar to Gran Plot method, DSNLLS utilized titration data and determined the equivalence point by means 

of a computationally intensive non-linear least-squares method which searched for the model pH curve that 

minimized quality index QI. 

  

2.3.1  Search for best trial pH model curve 

Quality index QI measured RMS deviations between model and experimental pH and served as non-linear 

least-squares regression coefficient for the DSNLLS data fitting procedure. DSNLLS systematically 

searched for and identified the specific trial equivalence-point volume Veq that minimized quality index QI, 

[ ∑(pHModel – pHExp )
2
 /N ]

1/2
. The sum in the formula for QI extended either over all N of the measured data 

points or over a subset of these N data points. Smaller QI indicated better agreement between trial model 

and experiment and therefore more accurate estimate of equivalence-point volume. The slope at the 

equivalence point was calculated numerically as (∆pH/∆V) or (∆mV/∆V) and used to estimate the random 

error in the equivalence-point volume, €  ≈ t QI /( ∆pH/∆V) , and equivalence-point volume confidence 

interval:  Veq - t €     ≤  VEP(True)    ≤   Veq + t €. 
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2.3.2 Trial model pH curves 

Entire trial model pH curves and their associated quality indices were calculated for each member of each 

set of trial equivalence-point volumes Veq uniformly spaced across a search interval ranging from selected 

smaller (Veq)min to a selected larger (Veq)max . The optimum Veq  and  best model pH curve were identified as 

the ones that produced smallest QI.  Model pH curves were calculated for each trial Veq as follows. Initial 

volume of acid solution was Vo , acid ionization constant was Ka,  pKa = - Log(Ka), ionization constant for 

H2O was Kw, molarity of NaOH was b, volume of NaOH was Vb, and trial NaOH equivalence-point volume 

was Veq. If the Vb = 0.0,  then pH = – ½  Log(b Veq Ka/Vo).  If 0 < Vb < Veq , then pH = pKa + log[ Vb/(Veq – 

Vb)]. If  Vb = Veq ,  then pH = – Log[  KaKw(Vo+Veq)/(bVeq) ]
1/2

, and  if  Vb > Veq , then pH = – 

Log[ (Kw/b)(Vo + Vb)/(Vb-Veq) ]. 

 

3. Discussion 

Restrictions upon selection of data points existed for both Gran Plot and Tangent Line methods. In Gran Plot 

methods data points in equivalence point neighborhood and near the beginning of the titration were excluded. 

With Tangent Line methods points outside FS, EN and BS regions were excluded. None of these restrictions 

applied to DSNLLS methods. 

 

3.1 Theoretical titration curve  

Each of the forty-six points defining theoretical titration curve presented in Table 1 for titration of 50 mL 

0.10 M acetic acid(1.75x10
-5

 for Ka) with 0.10 M NaOH were calculated using a systematic method for 

multiple equilibria systems, Baeza-Baeza, Garcia-Alvarez and Celia(2011). For this pH curve the exact 

equivalence-point volume Vep was  50.00 mL NaOH.    

 

3.1.1 Systematic method for multiple equilibria systems 

Systematic analysis method for multiple chemical equilibria was implemented as follows. Introduce  NaOH 

molarity b, ionization constant Ka for weak acid HX, self-ionization constant Kw for H2O, initial acid 

solution volume Vo, NaOH volume Vb, total solution volume Vt = Vo + Vb,  diluted acid molarity, a = ao 

Vo/Vt, and diluted NaOH molarity, s = b Vb/Vt. Write mass law equations for  H2O ↔ H
+
 + OH

-
 and  HX ↔  

H
+
 +X

-
 :  Kw = (H

+
)(OH

-
) and (HX)Ka = (H

+
)(X

-
). Write one charge balance equation (H

+
) + s = (OH

-
) + (X

-

), and one mass balance equation, a = (HX) +(X
-
). Solve the last four mathematical equations simultaneously 

for characteristic polynomial equation, y
3
 + ( s + Ka) y

2
 –[ Kw + (a-s)Ka ] y –Ka Kw = 0. Finally calculate 

polynomial root [ y = (H
+
) ] using Newton’s  Successive Approximation method, Angus E. Taylor(1959).  

 

 3.1.2 Derivative plots methods 

Figure 1A showed pH plotted against mL NaOH for the theoretical titration curve. Derivative curve plotted 

as dpH/dmL versus mL NaOH had its sharp peak at 50.00 mL NaOH which was where the inflection point 

occurred in the pH versus mL NaOH plot. Second derivative curve in Figure 1B shows d
2
pH/dmL

2
 plotted 

against mL NaOH and its crossing of the mL axis occurred at the equivalence-point volume, 50.0 mL. This 

crossing occurred at the same volume as the inflection point. Buffer capacity was plotted against mL NaOH 

in Figure 1C. The equivalence -point volume occurred at the minimum in buffer capacity at 50.0 mL, and 

the center of the buffer zone corresponding to maximum in buffer capacity occurred at 25.0 mL. 

 

3.1.3 Gran plots methods  

Least-squares front-side and back-side methods were used to calculate equivalence-point volumes for the pH 

curve given in Table 1. 
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3.1.3.1 Front-side analysis 

Figure 2A shows front-side Gran plotted for eleven (GFS, mL) grid-points( #5-#15) running from 20.0 to 

30.0 mL NaOH. Good agreement with the known Ka, 1.75x10
-5

 and known equivalence-point volume, 

50.000 mL were obtained using grid-points( #16- #21) running from 35.0 mL to 47.5 mL. Looking at the 

buffer capacity profile given in Figure 1C showed that these grid-points were positioned between points of 

maximum and minimum buffering action. Their FS least-squares equation was GFS = 8.74477x10
-4

 – 

1.748921x10
-5

  VNaOH . Mean of the Gran function <GFS> = 1.151534x10
-4

 , sum of squared NaOH volume 

deviations, SXX  = 121.208  and correlation coefficient was -1.0. Precision parameters had four degrees of 

freedom, Sa = 5.02125x10
-8

 for intercept, Sb = 1.15038x10
-9

 for slope, regression coefficient SR = 

1.26651x10
-8

 , and the least-squares line intersected  the volume axis at 50.0009 mL.  Precision constant SV 

for this equivalence-point volume was calculated as follows:    

SV = (SR/bFS) [ 1 + 1/N + <GFS>
2
 bFS

-2
Sxx

-1
 ]

1/2
  =  (1.26651x10

-8
/-1.74892x10

-5
) x        

          [1+1/6+(1.15153x10
-4

)
2 

x (-1.74892x10
-5

)
-2

(121.2)
-1

]
1/2 

= 0.000894 mL.  

Students probability variable t  for four degrees of freedom at 95%  confidence level was 2.776 so random 

error, t SV  in equivalence-point volume was ± 0.0025 mL. The 95% level confidence interval for 

equivalence-point volume was, 49.998 ≤  Vep ≤ 50.003 mL. Error in equivalence-point volume, 0.001 mL 

was less than random variability, 0.0025 mL, so there was no significant difference in the true 50.00 mL and 

the determined 50.0009 mL equivalence-point volumes. For equivalence point-volume the accuracy measure, 

percent error was 0.0019% and precision measure, coefficient of variation CV defined as 100 SV/Vep was 

0.0018%.   

 

3.1.3.2 Back-side analysis 

The back-side Gran plot shown in Figure 2B was for six points (#41-#46 ) running from 60.0 to 85.0 mL; 

least-squares equation was GBS = -192.8620 + 3.85726 VNaOH,  and correlation coefficient was 1.0. This 

least-squares line extrapolated to intersect the volume axis at 50.0000 mL. Precision parameters had four 

degrees of freedom, Sa = 2.3892x10
-2

, Sb = 3.2729x10
-4

,  SR = 6.8457x10
-3

,  <GBS>  =  86.78925, SXX = 

437.5,  and precision constant SV for equivalence-point volume was calculated as follows. 

  SV = (SR/bBS) [ 1 + 1/N + <GBS>
2
 bBS

-2
Sxx

-1
 ]

1/2
  = (6.845754x10

-3
/3.85726) x  

           [1+1/6+(86.78925)
2
 x (3.85726)

-2
(437.5)

-1
]
1/2

 = 0.0027 mL.  

Students probability variable t at 95% probability confidence level and four degrees of freedom was 2.78, 

random error in the equivalence-point volume was ± 0.0075 mL, and the confidence interval for 

equivalence-point volume was, 49.99 ≤  Vep ≤ 50.01 mL. There was no significant error in this estimate of 

the equivalence point. For the equivalence-point volume the accuracy measure, percent error was 0.000% 

and precision measure, coefficient of variation was 0.005%. 

 

3.1.4 Direct-search non-linear least-squares method 

DSNLLS analysis of all forty-six data points in Table 1 involved systematic search for a trial equivalence-

point volume that minimized quality index QI. Plot of quality index QI against trial equivalence-point 

volume (mL NaOH) shown in Figure 4 revealed a minimum QI at 50.00 mL; this was equivalence-point 

volume estimate predicted by the DSNLLS method. DSNLLS exhibited excellent stability in calculated 

position of equivalence-point volume with respect to using different numbers and different locations of data 

points. 
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3.1.4.1 Random error and confidence interval  

DSNLLS provided quality index QI which was also the non-linear regression coefficient measuring pH 

deviations between model and experiment. We used QI/( ∆pH/∆mL) to estimate equivalence-point volume 

precision constant SV  and calculated random error €(mL) as  t QI/(∆pH/∆mL). Derivative ∆pH/∆mL was 

calculated numerically at the equivalence point.  Our DSNLLS procedure determined three constants during 

its search for the best theoretical pH curve: ionization constant, vertical shift correction, and equivalence-

point volume. The degrees freedom remaining in the data were DF = N – 3.  Students t at 95% level was 

obtained from statistics table and used to estimate the random error € = t SV  . For our example titration N = 

46, DF = 43 and t = 2.0182. Derivative (∆mL/∆pH) was determined using pH = 7.1537 when V = 49.80 mL 

and pH = 10.2999 when V = 50.20 mL. So (∆mL/∆pH) = (50.20 – 49.80)/(10.2999 – 7.1537) =  0.1271 

mL/pH.  The non-linear quality index QI = 0.0012 pH, and random error €(mL) for a single determination of 

equivalence point was  2.0182x 0.1271 x 0.0012  mL = 0.0003 mL; 95% level confidence interval was  

49.9997 ≤  Veq  ≤ 50.0003 mL. 

 

3.1.4.2 Stability in equivalence point predictions 

DSNLLS equivalence-point determinations were made using different data point groupings.  The three 

subgroups of data used in the Tangent Line analysis were front-side( 11 points, #5-#15), equivalence-point 

neighborhood( 3 points, #29-31) and back- side( 4 points, #43-#46). To investigate stability in determining 

equivalence-point volumes several combinations of these subgroups were tried. In every trial the determined 

equivalence-point volume and subsequently derived acetic acid concentration were 50.0000 mL NaOH and 

0.1000 M CH3COOH, respectively.  Data group combinations examined were(1) all 46 points, (2) combined 

FS, EN, BS groups, (3)  FS and EN groups combined, (4)  FS and BS groups combined, (5)  EN and BS 

groups combined, (6)  BS group, (7) EN group, and  (8) FS group. These examples demonstrated stability in 

predicted equivalence-point volume with respect to reductions in number and to changes in distribution of 

the data points. This attractive feature of the DSNLLS method qualified its use to assess accuracy and 

precision in the Gran Plot and Tangent Line methods.   

 

3.1.5 Tangent line methods 

The first step in Tangent Line analysis was selection of grid-points for FS, EN and BS regions from the pH 

data given in Table 1 to determine how stable equivalence-point volume was to variations in choice of grid-

points. 

 

3.1.5.1 Grid-point set#1 

The five equivalence-point volumes calculated using these grid-points were reported in Table 2, and their 

mean <Xep> = 49.9889 mL, accuracy measured as percent error = -0.022%, variability measured as standard 

deviation SXep = 0.00143 mL and coefficient of variation CVep = -0.0029%.  Least-squares tangent line 

parameters were calculated. FS grid-points(#3-#17, mL NaOH ranged from 10.0 to 40.0 mL): FS least-

squares tangent line was,  Y  = 3.7958 + 0.03847 X, precision constants Sa = 0.01438, Sb = 0.0005533 and 

correlation coefficient was 0.9987. EN  grid-points( #29-#31, mL NaOH ranged from 49.8 to 50.2 mL): EN 

least-squares tangent line was Y = -384.7103 + 7.86875 X, precision constants Sa = 0.18042,  Sb = 0.003608 

and correlation coefficient  was 1.0. BS grid-points(#40-#43, mL NaOH ranged from 55.0 to 70.0 mL): BS 

least-squares tangent line was, Y = 9.7574 + 0.035776 X, precision constants Sa = 0.3522, Sb = 0.005612 

and correlation coefficient was  0.9763. Parallel BS tangent line was Y   = 9.6533 + 0.03847 X.   
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3.1.5.2 Grid-point set #2 

The five equivalence-point volumes for this grid-points set presented in Table 2, had <Xep> = 50.00806 mL, 

SXep = 0.01532 mL, percent error was 0.0161% and coefficient of variation was 0.031%. Least-squares 

parameters for tangent lines were as follows. FS grid-points( #3-#17, mL NaOH ranged from 10.0 to 40.0 

mL): FS tangent line was Y = 3.7958 + 0.03847 X, Sa = 0.01438, Sb = 0.0005533 and correlation coefficient 

was 0.9987. EN grid-points(#29-#31, mL NaOH ranged from 49.8 to 50.2 mL): EN least-squares tangent 

line was Y = -384.7103 + 7.86875 X, Sa = 0.18042, Sb = 0.003608 and correlation coefficient was 1.0. BS 

Grid-points( #40-#46, mL NaOH ranged from 60 to 85 mL): BS least-squares tangent line was,   

Y = 10.9455 + 0.017703 X, Sa = 0.1381, Sb = 0.001892, correlation coefficient was 0.9779. Parallel BS 

tangent line was,  Y = 9.6515 + 0.03847 X.  

 

3.1.5.3 Grid-point set #3  

The five equivalence-point volumes for this grid-points set presented in Table 2 had mean <Xep> = 50.00944 

mL, SXep = 0.01841 mL, percent error was 0.019% and CV was 0.037%. The least-squares parameters were 

as follows. FS grid-points( #3-#17, mL NaOH ranged from 10.0 to 40.0 mL): FS tangent line was Y = 

3.7958 + 0.03847 X, Sa = 0.01438, Sb = 0.0005533 and correlation coefficient was 0.9987. EN grid-

points(#28-#32, mL NaOH ranged from 49.6 to 50.4 mL): EN tangent line was Y = -257.4573 + 5.32368 X,  

Sa = 36.7375, Sb = 0.734739 and correlation coefficient  was 0.9726. BS Grid-points( #40-#46, mL NaOH 

ranged  from 60.0 to 85.0 mL): least-squares BS tangent line was,  Y = 10.9455 + 0.017703 X, Sa = 0.1381, 

Sb = 0.001892 and correlation coefficient was 0.9779. Parallel BS tangent line was, Y = 9.6515 + 0.03847 X.  

 

3.1.5.4 Statistical analysis  

Using the same input data, different Tangent Line methods produced slightly different equivalence-point 

volume estimates. Were these variabilities statistically significant? Analysis of Variance(ANOVA) provided 

standard statistics procedure for answering this kind of question, Hun Myoung Park(2003)? 

 

Comparison of Tangent line methods 

Working Null Hypothesis stated that differences among the five means were insignificant. First, means 

<Vep>  averaged over grid-point sets and sample standard deviations SVep were calculated for each Tangent 

Line method yielding ( <Vep>,  SVep) as follows: PLFSBS( 49.9883, 0.00203), LSCPEN(50.0006, 0.0110), 

LSCPDL(50.0006, 0.0110), LSDLEN(50.0201, 0.0253) and LSMLEN(50.0013, 0.0116). The SVep were 

used to calculate within-groups SWG = 0.0143 which had DFWG = ten degrees of freedom, and <Vep> were 

used to calculate between groups SBG = 0.0197 with DFBG = 4. Fisher’s variance ratio, Fexp = SBG
2
/SWG

2
 = 

1.91. Fisher statistics table at 5% rejection level provided, Fcrit = 3.48. The working Null Hypothesis was 

accepted because Fexp ≤ Fcrit. 

 

Comparison of grid-point sets  

Means of equivalence-point volumes averaged over five Tangent Line methods and standard deviations 

(<Xep>, SXep ) were (49.9889, 0.0014 mL), (50.0081, 0.0153), and (50.0094, 0.0184), respectively for grid-

point sets #1, 2 and 3. Calculated variance quotient Fexp was 3.42 with DFBG = 2 and DFWG = 12;  Fcrit  from 

Fisher’s statistics table at 5% rejection probability level was 3.88.  Working Null Hypothesis was accepted 

because Fexp ≤ Fcrit. Mean of means equivalence-point volume was 50.0021 mL with percent error 0.0042. 
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4.0 Conclusions 

Using the systematic method for multiple chemical equilibria systems, a theoretical pH curve was calculated 

for the titration of 50.0 mL 0.10 M acetic acid with 0.10 M NaOH. Graphs of pH, 1
st
 derivative of pH, 2

nd
 

derivative of pH and buffer capacity versus mL NaOH were prepared using numerical differentiations. 

Visual inspection of these graphs provided good estimates of equivalence-point volume. Front-side and 

back-side grid-point sets were selected and used to calculate Gran functions which were analyzed using 

least-squares analysis to determine equivalence-point volumes and precisions. Accurate and precise 

equivalence-point volume estimates were obtained. Direct-search non-linear least-squares(DSNLLS) 

method was used to bench mark  Gran plot  and Tangent line  methods. Attractive features of DSNLLS 

method were accuracy, precision and stability to variations in number and locations of the (pH, mL) grid-

points.  Five different Tangent Line methods were developed and used to determine equivalence-point 

volumes and their precision. These Tangent Line methods utilized front-side, equivalence-point 

neighborhood and back-side tangent lines calculated by means of least-squares analysis. A procedure for 

selecting the back-side tangent line by assigning to it the slope of the front-side tangent line and then 

attaching this parallel line to the back-side pH curve was developed and shown to work well. Determined 

equivalence-point volumes,  DSNLLS( 50.000 mL),  FS Gran( 50.001 mL), BS Gran( 50.000 mL) and mean 

of five Tangent Line  methods( 50.002 mL), were both accurate and precise. Pooled within-groups standard-

deviation in equivalence-point volume for the five different Tangent Line methods was 0.014 mL. Analysis 

of variance(ANOVA) based upon 5% level rejection probability Fisher F-Test demonstrated that differences 

in mean equivalence-point volumes calculated using five different Tangent Line methods and three different 

grid-point sets were statistically insignificant.   
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Table 1. pH curve  calculated for  titration of 50.00 mL 0.10 M acetic acid( Ka is 1.75x10
-5

 ) using  0.10 

M NaOH  

  

    N pH mL N pH      mL        N pH mL 

    1 2.8814 0.0    17     5.3592 40.0 33 10.6969 50.5 

    2 3.8109 5.0    18     5.7114 45.0 34 10.7756 50.6 

    3 4.1572 10.0    19     5.8178 46.0 35 10.8996 50.8 

    4 4.3901 15.0    20     5.9521 47.0 36 11.1696 51.5 

    5 4.5815 20.0    21     6.0359 47.5 37 11.3872 52.5 

    6 4.6174 21.0    22     6.1373 48.0 38 11.4643 53.0 

    7 4.6528 22.0    23     6.2668 48.5 39 11.5850 54.0 

    8 4.6878 23.0   24     6.4473 49.0 40 11.6778 55.0 

    9 4.7227 24.0   25     6.5460 49.2 41 11.9586 60.0 

   10 4.7574 25.0 26 6.6727 49.4 42 12.1154 65.0 

   11 4.7922 26.0 27 6.7527 49.5 43 12.2218 70.0 

   12 4.8270 27.0 28 6.8505 49.6 44 12.3010 75.0 

   13 4.8621 28.0 29 7.1530 49.8 45 12.3632 80.0 

   14 4.8975 29.0 30 8.7280 50.0 46 12.4137 85.0 

   15 4.9334 30.0 31 10.3005 50.2    

   16 5.1252 35.0 32 10.6004 50.4    
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Table 2. Summary of Gran Plot,  DSNLLS and Tangent Lines equivalence point volumes for titration 

curve given in Table 1. 

 

                    Method                    Vep(mL)               ∆( mL)           %Error                        

                     DSNLLS                     50.000                  0.000               0.000 

                     FS Gran                      50.001                  0.001              0.001              

                     BS Gran                      50.000                 -0.000             -0.001   

                                            Tangent line methods 

1
st 

grid-point set    PLFSBS         LSCPEN         LSCPDL       LSDLEN       LSMLEN 

Vep(mL)                      49.9899         49.9879         49.9879       49.9910       49.9880   

∆( mL)                        -0.0101          -0.0121         -0.0121        -0.0090        -0.0120 

%Error                       -0.0202          -0.0242         -0.0242         -0.0180        -0.0240 

FS grid-points(#3-#17), EN grid-points(#29-#31), BS grid-points( #40-#43), 

<Vep> 49.989 mL, SVep 0.001 mL 

 

2
nd

 grid-point set    PLFSBS          LSCPEN         LSCPDL       LSDLEN       LSMLEN 

Vep(mL)                        49.9898         50.0058         50.0058       50.0324       50.0065   

∆( mL)                          -0.0102           0.0058          0.0058          0.0324          0.0065 

%Error                        -0.0204            0.0116          0.0058          0.0648          0.0130 

FS grid-points(#3-#17), EN grid-points(#29-#31), BS grid-points( #40-#46), 

<Vep> 50.008 mL, SVep 0.015 mL 

 

3
rd 

grid-point set      PLFSBS          LSCPEN         LSCPDL       LSDLEN       LSMLEN 

Vep(mL)                         49.9850          50.0080        50.0080       50.0369       50.0093   

∆( mL)                           -0.0150            0.0080          0.0080          0.0369          0.0093 

%Error                          -0.0300            0.0160          0.0160          0.0738          0.0119 

FS grid-points(#3-#17), EN grid-points(#28-#32), BS grid-points( #40-#46), 

<Vep> 50.009 mL, SVep 0.018 mL 
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Figure 1A.  pH versus  mL  NaOH   and  dpH/dmL versus mL NaOH 
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  Figure 1B.  pH versus mL NaOH   and   d
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  versus mL NaOH 
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  Figure 1C.  pH and buffer capacity BC versus mL NaOH 
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2A.  Front-side Gran plot GFS versus mL NaOH                                
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2B.  Back-side Gran plot GBS versus mL NaOH 
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Figure 3A. PLCPEN  and LSCPEN  pH versus mL NaOH 

                     Equivalence point is located at  mid-point of EN line segment   
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Figure 3B.  LSCPDL pH versus mL NaOH 

       Equivalence point is located at mid-point of DL line segment   
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Figure 3C. LSDLEN and LSMLEN pH versus mL NaOH            
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Figure 4.  DSNLLS  plot QI versus Veq mL NaOH 
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